
Do the Quality Principles 
support stronger evidencing 

for SMSC?



 The Dales School educates primary age children 

with a range of individual educational challenges.  

These include ASC, ADHD, Social, Emotional and 

Mental Health issues (SEMH), complex 

communication difficulties and other congenital 

and medical needs.  We are committed  to the 

development of the whole child.  We believe that 

the skills, processes, knowledge, values and 

attitudes offered by the arts enable children to 

represent their experiences and respond to the 

world in a variety of ways.  



 A key initiative in our SDP 2015-16 : ‘the Creative 
Curriculum will be extended to provide less formalised 
access to learning and additional opportunities to celebrate 
achievement’.  How could this be measured?

 As part of our Artsmark Platinum journey, we  had 
begun to explore Arts Council’s 7 Quality Principles 
and particularly their potential in pinpointing areas 
strength and future development needs

 We want to provide evidence of impact on engagement 
and achievement in our creative offer

 We want to articulate how the arts help to ensure a full 
and inclusive education for all our pupils, including an 
important means by which to express ideas, thoughts 
and understanding





 Meet with SMT, Leader for SMSC and Creative Arts 
subject leaders

 Look at current evidencing of SMSC and Creativity in 
school

 Create a new audit around the Quality Principles 
which will provide useful evidence of how SMSC is 
included in our curriculum offer 

 Ask staff teams to complete and feedback about the 
process – was it useful?  Did it tell us anything new?

 Create a visual celebration of this work, to inform and 
enthuse



 Started with a whole school Creative Project 
‘What’s in the Box?’ to audit in retrospect

 Each class team used the 7 Quality Principles to 
talk, then write about how aspects of their 
work demonstrate these important areas

 They then used the SMSC descriptors (colour-
coded) to highlight this coverage



Spiritual Examples: beliefs, 

religious or not, showing 

interest and respect for 

people’s values and 

feelings; sense of 

enjoyment in learning 

about themselves, others 

and the world; use of 

imagination and creativity; 

reflecting on key questions 

of meaning and truth; 

creative and expressive arts 

related to the human and 

natural sciences; valuing 

relationships, developing a 

sense of belonging; 

developing their own views 

and ideas on religious and 

spiritual issues; teaching 

encourages ‘why’, ‘how’, 

and ‘where’ as well as 

‘what’.  

Moral Examples: right 

and wrong; moral 

conflict; a concern for 

others; willing to do 

what is right; reflect on 

the consequences of their 

actions and learn how to 

forgive themselves and 

others. They develop the 

knowledge, skills, make 

responsible moral 

decisions.

Social Examples: the 

responsibilities, rights of 

being members of 

families and 

communities (local, 

national and global); 

ability to relate to others 

including a range of 

religious, ethnic and 

socio-economic 

backgrounds; to work 

with others for the 

common good; 

belonging and 

participating; active 

contribution to the 

democratic process, 

communities.                  

Cultural Examples: 

cultural traditions, 

respect for their own 

culture and that of others, 

an interest in differences, 

understand, appreciate 

and contribute to culture; 

willingness to participate 

and respond to eg artistic, 

musical, sporting, 

mathematical, 

technological, scientific 

and cultural 

opportunities; respect 

diversity







 Staff reported the audit was easy to use and 
made them think – about connections and 
about what had worked well during the project 
and what they would do again.  No-one 
reported it to be onerous or repetitive

 Highlighting presents a clear picture of SMSC 
links to creative principles

 This in turn not only provides stronger 
evidencing for SMSC but also helps to express 
our Creative Curriculum and how it benefits 
our children





 We have begun to use this format to collect 
evidence each term 

 We have made a photographic  book based on 
our research to inform families, parents and 
carers, colleagues, visitors and other 
professionals

 We have 7 large posters on permanent display, 
showcasing the Quality Principles and how 
they look at The Dales









 So what else can the Quality Principles support 
stronger evidencing for?


